[Lipid peroxidation--the factor promoting cholesterol accumulation in cells in atherogenesis].
The cholesterol transfer between human erythrocytes and main classes of serum lipoproteins (LP) from healthy donors and artery-coronary disease patients was studied (artery-coronary disease is the main manifestation of atherosclerosis). It is shown that low-density lipoproteins (LDL) are capable of transporting cholesterol to erythrocytes, which lack the specific receptors for LDL. The cell cholesterol content in comparison with erythrocytes incubated without LDL was increased by 11.4%. The effect was even higher in case of LDL, isolated from serum of artery-coronary subjects (the cell cholesterol content was increased by 33.8%). High-density lipoproteins (HDL) accept cholesterol from cell membranes. However, cholesterol-accepting properties of HDL from artery-coronary disease patients were suppressed as compared with normal HDL. Both discovered events must promote the cholesterol accumulation in cell membranes in atherosclerosis. As it is shown by the spin probe method, lipid peroxidation (LPO) causes the disturbance of the structural organization of LP and as the consequence of that--the increase of LDL cholesterol-donating ability and the decrease of HDL cholesterol-accepting ability. The greater LDL are oxidized, the more cholesterol they transport to erythrocytes during incubation. The greater is the level of HDL peroxidation, the stronger their cholesterol-accepting function is suppressed. These results suggest that LPO can play an important role in LP modification, the disturbance of their interaction with cell surface and the cholesterol accumulation in cells in atherosclerosis.